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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0366980A2] In order to simplify the process-related treatment of textiles, such as fabrics or knitted fabrics as well as textile-type material,
individual short textile webs (21-24) are joined at their ends (31) to form a single long textile web (2) and subjected to a process-related treatment
in continuous operation, then folded in batches of the shorter textile webs and placed, loosely joined, in partial stacks (7, 71, 72, ...). The long
textile web (2) can be subjected as a whole immediately or after intermediate storage to a further continuous treatment and can be divided up again
if required. In this manner, the expenditure for changeover or renewed introduction in the case of textile webs (21-24) during the duration of the
function of a certain process-related treatment is largely avoided. Carrying out the method can be simplified by an apparatus for folding and piling, a
detector (33) being provided closely adjacent to the textile web (21-24) at a given distance from the piling apparatus (6), which detector detects the
joining places (37) or detects signal elements (32) worked into the textile web (21-24) at a certain distance from said joining places and then controls
the formation of folding piles (7, 71, 72) and their removal. <IMAGE>
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